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of Bitcoin ETF 

Abstract 

 

As a compliant Bitcoin financial product available for ordinary investors, Bitcoin ETF has 

gained a lot of attention. Especially during the recent ups and downs in the crypto market, 

some drawbacks were revealed in other types of compliant Bitcoin products (refer to The 

Design and Impact of Bitcoin Financial Products (No.4/2021) and Analysis on the Price 

Difference of GBTC and BTC (No.47/2021)), further highlighting the advantages of Bitcoin 

ETF. However, after a few Bitcoin ETF products were approved in Canada earlier this year 

(Purpose Bitcoin ETF listed on Toronto Stock Exchange is the first one), the Securities and 

Exchange Commission (SEC) in US has postponed the decision on several Bitcoin ETF 

applications, including WisdomTree (to 14 July), Kryptoin (to 27 July), Valkyrie (to 10 

August), and VanEck (conducting the public consultation). 

 

Bitcoin ETF allows ordinary investors to indirectly invest in Bitcoin through major stock 

exchanges without managing private keys in a low-cost and high-transparency way. And 

they do not need to worry about compliance issues such as financial regulations and 

taxation. The launch of Bitcoin ETF marks a significant step of BTC moving towards mass 

adoption. Because of this, SEC has held a cautious view on Bitcoin ETF, which we can tell 

from relevant SEC statements. Understanding the concerns of SEC could be helpful for us 

to see where the crypto market will go next.  

 

This article includes three sections: 1) a general introduction about ETF, as the reference 

for understanding Bitcoin ETF, 2) discussion on two major designs of Bitcoin ETF and the 

challenges they face, and 3) summary of key obstacles in obtaining SEC’s approval on 

Bitcoin ETF products. 
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Chapter 1 What is ETF? 

ETF, an indexed investment tool, is the most successful innovative financial product in the 

world after the Global Financial Crisis. By the end of 2020, there were 7,527 ETF products 

listed globally, with a total asset size of over US$7.9 trillion. Among them, near 3/4 are 

stock ETF, while 19% are bond ETF and 3.4% are commodity ETF. US is not only where 

ETF is originated, but also the biggest ETF market. The US ETF market has outcompeted 

other markets significantly in terms of product volume and asset size. By the end of 2020, 

the US ETF market reached US$5.49 trillion, accounting for 69.5% of asset value in the 

global market.  

 

ETF in US is created based on the Investment Company Act of 1940. But its operating 

model conflicts in many aspects with the bill. For example, subscription and redemption 

needs to be physical; only authorized participants (AP) can participate in the subscription 

and redemption; and ordinary investors are only allowed to trade ETF. Hence, each ETF 

issuance needs to apply for exemption from SEC separately. In September 2019, SEC 

released a new regulation (Rule 6c-11) on ETF, which is the first systematic ETF regulation 

ever since its birth. As the regulation became effective in November 2019 (with a transition 

period of one year), ordinary ETF can be set up after filing to SEC without the separate 

application for exemption, largely simplifying the process of establishing ETF.  

 

There are primary and secondary markets for ETF. In the primary market, APs participate 

in ETF subscription and redemption, while investors trade ETF shares through stock 

exchanges in the secondary market, as shown in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1. The Primary and Secondary Market of ETF1 

 

APs can be market makers, professional institutions, or other large financial institutions. 

They are appointed by ETF issuers and can change the supply of ETF shares available in 

the market through physical subscription and redemption. When the ETF issuer wants to 

expand the scale of its product, it would ask APs to buy constituent securities of the ETF 

based on the allocated weight from the capital market for the issuer. In exchange, the ETF 

issuer delivers ETF shares of the same value to APs based on the net asset value (NAV) 

of the ETF. APs can then sell these ETF shares for profit. Such process can be carried out 

reversely to remove ETF shares from the market and redeem constituent securities from 

the issuer.  

 

AP’s ability to subscribe and redeem ETF shares and the arbitrage mechanism drive the 

market price of ETF to converge to its NAV. When there is a premium in ETF price, APs 

will buy constituent securities in the market to subscribe ETF shares from the issuer. When 

there is a price discount, APs will redeem ETF shares from the issuer and sell the obtained 

constituent securities in the market. In general, the more APs, the more likely the price of 

ETF to move towards its fair value, driven by the competition among APs. This is one of 

the key differences between ETF and closed-end funds. Nobody can subscribe or redeem 

shares of a closed-end fund. As there is no arbitrage mechanism to adjust the market 

supply and demand, closed-end funds are often traded at high premiums or discounts.  

In US, retail investors can trade ETF directly through broker accounts (e.g. Charles 

 
1 Source: Shaowei Yu, Implications of the Global ETF Development for China, Tsinghua Financial Review (July 
2019) 
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Schwab and Merrill Lynch). ETF shares are transferred in a similar way to stocks – 

reference value is published every 15 seconds; NAV is announced daily; ETF can be traded 

any time when the market is open; it can be bought or sold multiple times during the same 

day; and short-selling and margin trading are available for ETF. In contrast, ordinary mutual 

funds (ETF can be seen as a special mutual fund) can only be traded once a day after the 

market is closed. 

 

The following summarizes some core aspects of ETF characteristics (which are also the 

key points to understand Bitcoin ETF): 

• Asset portfolio: investment benchmarks, and investment strategies 

• Primary market: AP, the subscription and redemption mechanism, and the 

arbitrage mechanism 

• Secondary market: investor groups, trading venues, trading methods, and pricing 

characteristics 
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Chapter 2 The Design of Bitcoin ETF 

and Its Challenges 

1. Comparison with Grayscale’s Bitcoin Trust 

It is best to compare Bitcoin ETF with Grayscale’s Bitcoin Trust, the largest Bitcoin financial 

product globally, in order to understand Bitcoin ETF. According to The Design and Impact 

of Bitcoin Financial Products (No.4/2021) and Analysis on the Price Difference of GBTC 

and BTC (No.47/2021), key characteristics of Grayscale’s Bitcoin Trust include: 

• Asset portfolio: hold Bitcoin directly; purchase Bitcoin through Genesis with 

BitLicense; and appoint Coinbase Custody as the custodian.  

• Primary market: GBTC is the trust unit; each Bitcoin corresponds to roughly 1,000 

units of GBTC; eligible investors can buy GBTC with Bitcoin or cash but cannot 

redeem it.  

• Secondary market: GBTC has a 6-month lock-up period; it can be traded in the 

over-the-counter platform, OTCQX, where ordinary investors are allowed to 

participate too; GBTC had a premium relative to Bitcoin but is discounted now.  

 

While Grayscale’s Bitcoin Trust has been very successful, its drawbacks are obvious. 

Firstly, GBTC cannot be redeemed, making the arbitrage mechanism unable to function 

smoothly. As a result, the price of GBTC deviates from Bitcoin price for a long time, lacking 

inherent power of price convergence, and investors cannot obtain Bitcoin exposure as 

expected. Secondly, GBTC can only be traded over the counter through OTCQX with 

limited liquidity. Therefore, Bitcoin ETF needs to achieve two goals: 1) to better track the 

Bitcoin price trend through a sound arbitrage mechanism; and 2) to expand the investor 

groups in the secondary market, especially by listing on mainstream stock exchanges. 

 

2. Bitcoin Spot ETF  

Next, we introduce the Bitcoin spot ETF product based on VanEck’s proposal submitted to 

SEC in March 20212. SEC has postponed its decision on this application and is carrying 

out the public consultation3. 

• Asset portfolio: legally, this Bitcoin ETF product is a commodity-based trust 

(Bitcoin is classified as a commodity in US). It will directly hold Bitcoin and place it 

under the custody of a third-party institution. In normal circumstances, this ETF 

 
2 3B2 EDGAR HTML -- c100811_s1.htm (sec.gov) 
3 https://www.sec.gov/rules/sro/cboebzx/2021/34-92196.pdf 
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does not hold cash or cash equivalent. Its investment benchmark is MVIS® 

CryptoCompare Bitcoin benchmark index minus operating expenses. The index 

tracks Bitcoin prices in Bitstamp, Boinbase, Gemini, iBit and Kraken. 

• Primary market: APs are involved in this Bitcoin ETF product. APs subscribe and 

redeem for the trust shares by trading Bitcoin with the ETF issuer. Apparently, the 

subscription and redemption processes involve on-chain Bitcoin transfer between 

AP’s and the issuer’s wallets. In this way, the arbitrage mechanism between the 

trust and Bitcoin’s spot market is created.  

• Secondary market: trust shares are planned to be listed in Cboe BZX (formerly 

BATS, a non-traditional exchange with high trading volume). During trading hours, 

NAV of one trust unit will be updated every 15 seconds. 

 

It is not difficult to tell that, apart from Bitcoin custody and wallet management, Bitcoin spot 

ETF has a similar design to other mainstream types of ETF, especially a sound arbitrage 

mechanism.  

 

3. Bitcoin Futures ETF 

In this sub-section, we will introduce the Bitcoin futures ETF product based on VanEck’s 

proposal submitted to SEC in June 20214 (this proposal was submitted after the public 

consultation was carried out on the previous one). 

 

This ETF does not directly invest in Bitcoin or other crypto assets. Instead, it invests in 

Bitcoin futures as well as other collective investment vehicles and exchange traded 

products (ETP) that provide Bitcoin exposure. Particularly, Bitcoin futures involved in this 

ETF are settled via cash delivery.  

 

The objective of this ETF is to make its overall risk exposure on Bitcoin approximately 

equal to the NAV of this ETF. However, in some circumstances, the risk exposure may 

exceed the NAV due to the use of leverage such as embedded leverage in futures contracts, 

reverse purchase agreements and bank loans.  

 

Apart from Bitcoin futures, collective investment vehicles and ETPs, this ETF may also 

invest in US Treasury bonds, money market funds, cash and cash equivalent, MBS issued 

or guaranteed by US government agencies, municipal bonds, and TIPS.  

 

In summary, this ETF does not involve Bitcoin custody and wallet management, and it is 

 
4 https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1838028/000093041320002664/c100811_s1.htm 
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essentially more like a commodity-based mutual fund – obtaining risk exposure through 

futures, investing mainly in low-risk, highly liquid financial products while also serving as 

margin deposit for futures. Risks will arise in three aspects with such design. Firstly, the 

price of Bitcoin futures deviates from the spot price (it is the norm before the maturity dates). 

After the futures mature, rollover is required, creating extra risks. Secondly, there are still 

market risk, credit risk and liquidity risk with investment in low-risk, highly liquid financial 

products. Thirdly, there exists the risk of poor leverage control. As a result, the ETF’s NAV 

may significantly deviate from the price of Bitcoin and there is no arbitrage mechanism to 

converge the two. Additionally, when the crypto market fluctuates severely, trading of 

Bitcoin futures may be temporarily suspended, making it harder for Bitcoin futures ETF to 

track the price movement of Bitcoin (Horizons Bitcoin ETF in Canada experienced such 

situation on 21 May 2021).  
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Chapter 3 Obstacles in Obtaining 

SEC’s Approval for Bitcoin ETF 

We can summarize the regulatory challenges in obtaining approvals for the two types of 

Bitcoin ETF products by analyzing SEC’s statement on 11 May 2021 and its order allowing 

the public to comment on the proposed Bitcoin ETF by VanEck on 16 June 2021. 

 

1. Bitcoin Spot ETF  

• Liquidity, transparency, and the possibility of manipulation (e.g. the influence of 

Elon Musk’s tweets) in Bitcoin’s spot market. 

• The possibility of manipulation of ETF shares and preventive measures of 

exchanges. 

• Whether the listing of ETF fulfils the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act 

of 1934. 

• Whether it is possible to manipulate ETF shares through the Bitcoin futures 

market. 

 

2. Bitcoin Futures ETF  

• Liquidity and depth in the Bitcoin futures market, and whether it is suitable for 

investment by mutual funds. 

• Whether mutual funds can fully exit from their positions in Bitcoin futures upon 

investor redemption, and the mutual fund’s risk management and leverage 

management capabilities on derivatives. 

• The impact of mutual fund’s participation in the Bitcoin futures market on futures 

pricing, and the impact of market turbulence in Bitcoin’s spot market on futures 

pricing. 

• Whether mutual fund’s liquidity management capability under normal market 

circumstances and in stress scenarios can fulfil the requirements of open-end 

funds (closed-end funds have lower requirements on liquidity management), and 

whether they have concentrated and/or large positions.  

• The possibility of fraud and manipulation in Bitcoin’s spot market, and its impact 

on the futures market. 

• Based on the above analysis of mutual funds investing in Bitcoin futures, 

evaluating whether the Bitcoin futures market can support ETF, as liquidity 

management is more challenging for ETF.  
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Disclaimer 
The information contained in this document has been compiled by HashKey Group (as defined below) 

from sources believed to be reliable, but no representation or warranty express or implied is made 

by HashKey Group, its affiliates or any other person as to its fairness, reasonableness, reliability, 

accuracy, completeness or correctness. All illustrations, examples or forward-looking information (if 

any) contained in this document have been provided in good faith for illustrative purposes only as of 

the date of this document, and are not intended to serve as, and must not be relied upon as, a 

guarantee, an assurance, a prediction or a definitive statement of fact or probability. Whilst efforts 

are made to ensure the accuracy and completeness of the information contained in this document 

at the time of publication, errors or omissions may occur. Past performance is not a guide to future 

performance, future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur. HashKey 

Group reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions, and to change or update information at 

any time without prior notice. 

 

Each legal jurisdiction has its own laws regulating the types of investments and/or services which 

may be offered to its residents and/or in its jurisdiction, as well as the process for doing so. As a 

result, certain investment products or services discussed in this document may not be eligible for 

sale or offered in some jurisdictions. This document is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer 

to purchase any investments or services. Unless otherwise specified, HashKey Group does not hold 

itself out to be licensed to carry on regulated activities in any jurisdiction. Additionally, providing this 

material is not, and under no circumstances should be construed to act as a regulated business in 

any jurisdiction by any person or company that is not legally permitted to carry on such regulated 

business in that jurisdiction. 

 

Nothing in this document constitutes legal, accounting, or tax advice, and you are advised to seek 

independent legal, tax and accounting advice prior to acting upon anything contained in this 

document. The contents of this material have not been reviewed by any regulatory authority. 

Investors are advised to exercise caution in relation to any investments or services in relation to this 

document. If you are in doubt about any of the contents of this material, you should obtain 

independent professional advice. 

 

To the full extent permitted by law, neither HashKey Group nor any of its affiliates accepts any liability 

whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of this document or the 

information contained herein. No information contained in this document may be reproduced or 

copied by any means without the prior written consent of HashKey Group. 

 

“HashKey Group” is a brand name to describe any one or more entities of the group companies 

composed of HashKey Digital Asset Group Limited and its Affiliates. 
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About 
HashKey Group is Asia’s leading end-to-end digital asset management and finance house. 

Headquartered in Hong Kong and with operations in Singapore and Tokyo, HashKey 

Group empowers institutional investors to capture high-potential investment opportunities 

in digital assets and blockchain technology. The company’s core businesses include a 

proposed digital asset exchange, a full-service brokerage platform, an institutional-grade 

custody service and a venture capital fund invested in blockchain companies and digital 

asset projects globally. 

 

HashKey provides unparalleled access to blockchain research, developers, and 

technologies. HashKey also has extensive partnerships with leading FinTech ventures, 

academic institutions, and industry associations. 

 

With a top senior leadership team bringing decades of investment and trading experience, 

strong business execution and deep market insights, HashKey has a firmwide commitment 

to upholding the highest compliance and regulatory standards in the digital assets 

economy. 

 

For more information 
www.hashkey.com 

contact@hashkey.com  
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